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INT. COCKTAIL BAR - EVENING

An upscale cocktail bar with leather chairs. The bar is lit
with cool blue lighting. A posh wedding reception is taking
place. The GUESTS are dressed nicely in suits and dresses
with matching fascinators.

RED GREENE, late-twenties, unpredictable and chaotic. Her
hair is dyed bright red. She wears jeans and a long sleeve
slogan jumper. She sits at the bar. One hand on an empty
shot glass at the end of a line of empty shot glasses.

She glances round the room. Everyone either has wine or
whiskey. It's that kind of party.

RED
Another.

The BARMAN frowns.

RED (cont'd)
I'm a guest.

Red squints at an embellished chalk sign. "Celebrating the
marriage of Michael and Sarah."

RED (cont'd)
Sarah's my cousin.

The Barman turns around, taking a shot glass from a shelf.

RED (cont'd)
Humans aren't meant to be monogamous,
so weddings, kinda pointless.

The Barman slides the shot over to her, his eyebrows raised.

Red downs the shot. She spins around on the stool to face
the party.

Sweet Caroline, or some other classic British wedding song,
comes on the speakers.

A murmur sweeps the Guests. They all migrate towards the
dance floor.

Red stands up, pulling her long sleeves down, covering her
faded scars. She wobbles slightly on her high heels.

BARMAN
Maybe you should sit down?
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Red waves the Barman off and goes to the centre of the dance
floor. She flails with reckless abandon.

The Guests move out of her way.

One of her high heels flies off and smashes a window.

The song stops abruptly.

RED
Come on, that's easily fixed.

Red looks over at the bar. The Barman is talking to
SECURITY.

RED (cont'd)
Time to go. Congrats Sarah.

Red scans the Guests.

RED (cont'd)
Whichever one you are, hope Michael
doesn't turn out to be a dickhead.

Red flees from the cocktail bar.

EXT. OUTSIDE COCKTAIL BAR - CONTINUOUS

The street is quiet as most people are still in the
surrounding bars, pubs and clubs.

It is pouring with rain.

Red looks up into the rain and spins around. She laughs and
dances.

The lights of a police car flash on the wet pavement.

Red puts her hands up.

TITLE: The Rainbow After The Rain

INT. TUBE CARRIAGE - AFTERNOON

A London Tube, full of busy people just trying to get where
they need to go.

The seats are almost full except for one next to an ELDERLY
MAN, one next to a TEENAGER with headphones in and one next
to a MOTHER, early thirties, cradling a BABY in a sling.
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The Tube doors open. Red steps on. Her hair is neatly
styled, though still bright red. Her make-up is subtly done.

She looks at the empty seats.

The Tube doors close and it starts moving.

Red sits next to the Mother, giving her an excited smile.

The Mother smiles back but shuffles away slightly.

Red turns forward, annoyed.

The Tube is quiet. Coughs, sighs, the whoosh of the air as
the Tube goes into a tunnel. It's too quiet.

Red turns back to the Mother.

RED
I like your baby.

Red puts her hands over her mouth, stifling laughter.

RED (cont'd)
Not like in a pervy way.

The Mother nods awkwardly.

RED (cont'd)
I remember when Rainbow was that age.

Red reaches towards the Baby, her nail polish cracked.

The Mother tightens her grip around the Baby.

MOTHER
hurriedly( )

Sorry, I've just got him to sleep.

RED
Fussy? Mine was the same, you know
what helped?

beat( )
Brandy in her bottle.

The Mother's eyes widen.

RED (cont'd)
I'm just joking. Or am I?

beat( )
No I am. It was gin.

The Mother looks concerned.
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RED (cont'd)
I am joking. In fact, my girl's top
of her class.

The pride in Red's eyes in undeniable.

RED (cont'd)
I wasn't good at school, guess that's
why I had a baby instead of a prom.

The Tube comes to a stop.

The doors open.

The Mother gets to her feet and hurriedly exits.

RED (cont'd)
to the Mother( )

Maybe I'll see you around?

No reply.

The Tube doors close.

EXT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - AFTERNOON

A semi-detached brick house on a nice estate. The front
garden sits behind a small wooden fence and gate.

Red stands outside looking at the windows expectantly.

INT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - RAINBOW'S BEDROOM -
AFTERNOON

The room is clean and tidy. There is a desk covered in
books, school work and a picture of Red sticking her tongue
out at the camera. There are still toys thrown in boxes and
posters on the walls. It's a bedroom for someone who has
almost outgrown childhood, almost.

RAINBOW GREENE, 13-years-old, endearing eyes that seem too
wise for her age, is sat on her bed. She holds a special
guardianship order. Her fingers trace the blank space left
for a signature.

CAROL, mid-fifties, perfectly bobbed haircut with not one
hair out of place, pokes her head around the door.

CAROL
Your mother's here, she's waiting at
the gate.
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Rainbow goes over to her window and peers out.

EXT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Red frowns and pushes open the gate, making her way up the
path towards the front door.

INT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - RAINBOW'S BEDROOM -
CONTINUOUS

RAINBOW
She's coming to the door.

Rainbow turns around, hands still clasped around the order.

CAROL
You've made a good decision.

Rainbow nods hesitantly.

CAROL (cont'd)
We'll tell your mum together.

Carol gives her a hug.

The doorbell rings.

CAROL (cont'd)
Are you coming?

RAINBOW
In a minute.

Carol leaves.

Rainbow carefully places the order on her desk.

INT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER

Carol opens the front door to Red.

Red looks past Carol.

RED
Where's Rainbow?

CAROL
Pleasure to see you too.

Red steps inside.
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RED
Hi Mum.

CAROL
Hello.

Carol shuts the front door.

CAROL (cont'd)
I hope you're okay with a barbecue, I
bought some veggie skewers.

RED
I'm not vegan anymore.

CAROL
Oh?

RED
Yeah, where's Rainbow?

CAROL
She's in her room.

Red heads for the stairs.

CAROL (cont'd)
She'll be down in a minute.

Red carries on up the stairs.

CAROL (cont'd)
Rachel, please, I said she will be
down in a minute.

RED
It's Red.

Red comes back down the stairs.

GREGORY, late-fifties, walks into the hallway. He's wearing
a comedy apron, barbecue tongs in one hand, a pack of veggie
skewers in the other.

GREGORY
Here she is! We've got veggie skewers
for you, from Waitrose.

Gregory waves the veggie skewers pretending to do jazz
hands. He's overcompensating.

CAROL
She's not vegan anymore.
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GREGORY
Oh, since when?

RED
Six months, or, you know, when you
last saw me.

Carol sighs.

CAROL
Enough with the attitude.

EXT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - GARDEN - AFTERNOON

A well-pruned garden with flower beds and a vegetable patch.
A neatly laid table and chairs sit on a patio outside of
large French doors that lead into the kitchen.

Gregory is busy with the barbecue. Carol and Red sit on the
chairs around the table.

Rainbow walks through the French doors.

Red stands up, smiling broadly.

RED
Hi.

Rainbow gives her a quick hug.

RED (cont'd)
Six months and that's all I get?

Rainbow sits down in the chair next to Red's.

RED (cont'd)
I was waiting for you at the gate.

RAINBOW
I'm not a kid anymore.

RED
I know, you're all grown up.

Red reaches forward to squeeze Rainbow's cheeks. Rainbow
moves away.

RED (cont'd)
How was your birthday? Did your
friends come? How's big school going?
Tell me everything.
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Red sits down.

RAINBOW
Secondary school is fine. I've got
friends, they came to my party, we
all go to writing club.

Red pulls a face.

RED
Sounds like hell.

Carol shakes her head.

RED (cont'd)
For me, I mean. Writing certainly
wasn't my strength was it, Mum?

CAROL
I'm not sure what was.

Red frowns at Carol.

Gregory whips round with a plate full of food.

GREGORY
Food's ready.

He places plates piled with burgers, hot dogs and kebabs on
the table.

Red grabs a burger and lathers it with ketchup.

RAINBOW
I thought you were vegan?

Red winks at Rainbow and takes a huge bite, getting ketchup
all over her lips and dripping it all over the table.

RED
Oh dear, how embarrassing, I'm
wearing the wrong shade of lipstick!

Rainbow giggles.

Carol sighs and slides a plate under the dripping burger.

Red wipes her finger in some of the spilled ketchup. She
leans forward and smudges it over Rainbow's lips.

RED (cont'd)
Oops.
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Rainbow snorts with laughter.

CAROL
Rachel, really?

Red purses her lips and holds up her hands like she's a
model posing.

Rainbow copies.

Carol is getting annoyed.

CAROL (cont'd)
Why don't you wipe yourself off now
before you make anymore mess?

Gregory chuckles nervously.

RED
Rainbow Greene is modelling this
years hottest colour, tomato red. 

CAROL
Come on, that's enough now.

RED
to Carol( )

Sorry, Ma'am, if you wanted to buy
it, it's already sold out.

CAROL
shouting( )

I said ENOUGH.

Rainbow sheepishly grabs a napkin and wipes the ketchup from
her mouth.

RED
It was only a bit of fun, though you
never did like that did you, Carol?

Carol throws a napkin at Red.

Red pulls a face to Rainbow but wipes her face.

Everyone returns to their meals in silence.

Gregory coughs awkwardly. He holds the bottle of ketchup up
to Red's hair.

GREGORY
Same colour.
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RED
unamused( )

Thanks.

GREGORY
It was a joke.

CAROL
I just wish you'd dye it any other
colour, red is just so--

RED
Just so what?

CAROL
Bright.

RED
Well, Rainbow likes it, don't you?

RAINBOW
Yes.

RED
Mother, daughter, against the world.

Red looks at Rainbow expectantly.

RAINBOW
Always.

Red smiles. She reaches out for a high-five. Her long
sleeves fall back revealing the scars.

Carol tuts.

Red hurriedly pulls her sleeve back down.

EXT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - GARDEN - LATER

Lunch is over. Tensions are still high.

Gregory is cleaning the barbecue.

Carol begins to clear some of the plates into the kitchen.

Red turns to face Rainbow.

RED
I am sorry I missed your big
thirteenth birthday.
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RAINBOW
It's fine.

RED
I wanted to be there so badly. If I
had any other choice.

Rainbow's face clouds over.

RAINBOW
mutters( )

You did.

RED
What?

RAINBOW
Nothing.

RED
Where do you think I was?

Carol comes out of the kitchen and picks up more plates.

CAROL
Rachel, could you help with the
plates please?

Red ignores her.

RED
Rainbow?

Rainbow shuffles in her seat uncomfortably.

GREGORY
to Red( )

Listen to your Mother.

Red reluctantly follows Carol into the kitchen.

INT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

The kitchen is fairly modern. The fridge is covered in
magnets, children's drawings by Rainbow, and school pictures
of Rainbow. There is one picture in the middle of the fridge
of a younger Red in her school uniform. A wooden dining
table is in the centre of the room.

Carol takes the plates to the sink.

Red storms after her.
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RED
Where the hell does she think I was?

CAROL
Calm down.

Gregory walks into the kitchen, pulling the doors shut.

GREGORY
Please keep your voice down.

RED
What did you tell her?

GREGORY
That you were on holiday.

RED
That I was what? You lied to her.

Carol slams the dishes in the sink.

CAROL
What were we meant to tell her? Sorry
Rainbow, you're mother isn't here for
your birthday, she got drunk, crashed
a wedding, and smashed a window.

RED
You sure as hell don't tell her that
I was on holiday, that I chose to not
be there.

CAROL
You did choose to not be there, when
you got drunk, again.

RED
I was ill.

CAROL
Alcohol is not an illness. It's a
crutch, a weakness.

RED
Why do you think I like to drink?
Because I want to? You don't
understand.
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CAROL
I tried to understand, the first time
and the tenth time and the thirtieth
time after that, but someone has to
take care of that girl.

RED
It should be me, I'm her mum.

Carol snorts.

CAROL
sarcastically( )

Of course you are.

RED
What's that supposed to mean?

GREGORY
Let's just take a breath.

CAROL
You know what that means.

RED
That's bullshit, you just screwed up
so badly the first time you want your
chance at a do over.

Rainbow walks into the kitchen. No one notices.

CAROL
I did right by you.

RED
And I'm doing right by my daughter.

CAROL
No, you're not. You named her Rainbow
for crying out loud.

RED
I knew you never got over that.

RAINBOW
Stop!

Gregory hurries over to Rainbow.

CAROL
It's a ridiculous name.
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RED
She likes her name.

Carol shakes her head.

Red looks at Rainbow.

RED (cont'd)
You like your name, don't you?

CAROL
You don't have to answer.

Rainbow shrugs.

RED
Exactly, she likes her name.

CAROL
You really don't know her at all.

RAINBOW
shouting( )

Stop it.

Gregory pulls Rainbow closer to him.

GREGORY
whispers( )

It's okay.

RAINBOW
Why do you always have to do this?

RED
Believe me, I asked that question
every day I lived under this
godforsaken roof.

RAINBOW
to Red( )

I'm talking to you.

Red is stunned into silence.

RAINBOW (cont'd)
You ruin everything.

Carol goes to Rainbow and puts her hands on her shoulders.

Red glares at Carol.
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RED
You, you've turned her against me.

RAINBOW
It's always about you. You couldn't
even make it to my birthday, again, 
even though you promised.

RED
Rainbow, please, we're a team.

Rainbow runs from the room.

Gregory steps forward and guides Red to the kitchen door.

INT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Gregory angles Red towards the front door.

Red gets desperate. She goes to the stairs and starts
shouting up to Rainbow.

RED
Rainbow? I'll phone you later, okay?
We can do this again. We can do it
better.

Carol pushes past Red.

CAROL
Just go.

Carol runs up the stairs.

Gregory forces Red out of the house.

INT. SECONDARY SCHOOL - CLASSROOM - AFTERNOON

An average classroom, torn posters stuck up on walls,
displays peeling, a bin full of crisp packets and cans.

STUDENTS sit at desks listening to a MRS LEWISHAM, early-
thirties, well-respected without needing to be strict.

Rainbow sits in the back corner.

The bell rings.

The Students begin to pack up.
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MRS LEWISHAM
I let you go, not the bell.

The Students clamour as they push out of the door.

MRS LEWISHAM (cont'd)
Or just carry on.

Rainbow slowly packs up her bag.

MRS LEWISHAM (cont'd)
I've just got to finish up here but
I'll see you in L3 in a few minutes.

RAINBOW
Okay.

Rainbow leaves the classroom.

INT. SECONDARY SCHOOL - HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

As Rainbow leaves the classroom MILLIE, 13-years-old, has a
sweet, innocent face that hides her cruel personality, lies
in wait.

MILLIE
I was wondering if you wanted to have
lunch with me?

Rainbow tries to walk past. Millie blocks her.

MILLIE (cont'd)
Excuse me, I'm trying to be nice.

RAINBOW
quietly( )

No thank you.

MILLIE
What was that? Speak up.

RAINBOW
No thank you.

MILLIE
Got somewhere else to be.

RAINBOW
Writing club.
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MILLIE
Oh, that's right, so you can write
about all your feelings.

beat( )
Do you ever write about your Mum?

Rainbow blushes.

MILLIE (cont'd)
You know I found her on Instagram.

Millie pulls out her phone and scrolls through photos of Red
partying in revealing clothing, downing shots etc.

MILLIE (cont'd)
I'd have a lot to write about if my
mum chose parties over me.

RAINBOW
She didn't choose, she is... was ill.

Millie pulls up a picture of Red posing on top of a bar.

MILLIE
Doesn't look that ill.

Rainbow looks at the floor.

Mrs Lewisham walks into the hallway. Millie spots her.

MILLIE (cont'd)
to Rainbow( )

Thanks for the help.

Millie turns to walk away.

MRS LEWISHAM
Millie, come back here please.

Millie turns around.

MRS LEWISHAM (cont'd)
Loitering in school hallways?

MILLIE
I'm sorry, Mrs Lewisham.

MRS LEWISHAM
Will you be coming to writing club
today? You have talent, I keep
telling you.

Rainbow looks worried.
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Millie spots this.

MILLIE
You know what, I think I will today.

MRS LEWISHAM
Fantastic. We'd better go, writing
club can't start until I get there.

INT. CAFE - AFTERNOON

A small cafe. Outdated decor, mismatched chairs and tables,
menus that come straight from the 1980s. It is empty. 

KYLIE, early-twenties, waitress, can talk for England, leans
against the counter scrolling through her phone.

Red stands behind her, wearing an apron, angrily sorting
through cutlery.

Kylie raises her eyebrows as she scrolls through her phone.

KYLIE
I take it yesterday didn't go well.

RED
No.

KYLIE
Too bad.

RED
They told her I was on holiday.

Kylie looks up from her phone.

KYLIE
That's harsh, you couldn't help that
you were in prison.

RED
I wasn't in prison.

Kylie raises her eyebrows.

RED (cont'd)
Just community service.
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INT. SECONDARY SCHOOL - SMALL CLASSROOM -  AFTERNOON

This classroom is smaller than the other. A bookshelf of
well-thumbed books sits at the back. Posters promoting the
love of reading are pinned to display boards. The chairs
have been arranged in a circle.

Mrs Lewisham, Rainbow and Millie are sat in chairs, joined
by five other STUDENTS.

MRS LEWISHAM
Part of being a writer is about being
honest and truthful so, for this
exercise, I would like everyone to
write down a secret. When we're done
I'll collect them in and read them
out, anonymously of course. 

The Students all begin writing. Some mess around and whisper
but most take it seriously.

Millie smiles as she furiously writes something down.

Rainbow stares at a blank piece of paper. She writes in
bold, angry capitals "I HATE MY MUM." She crosses it out and
writes "I HATE THAT I LOVE MY MUM." Again she crosses it out
and writes "I WANT MY MUM TO LOSE CUSTODY." She sits back
and reads it over.

Rainbow glances around the classroom. Millie smirks at her. 

MRS LEWISHAM (cont'd)
Times up. How did everyone find that?
Rainbow?

RAINBOW
I guess I struggled a bit.

Mrs Lewisham nods. She turns to the Millie.

MRS LEWISHAM
How about you Millie?

MILLIE
I knew exactly what to write.

MRS LEWISHAM
I'm pleased to hear it.

beat( )
If you are comfortable with me
reading your sentence out can you
pass your paper to me.
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Rainbow looks around. Everyone is passing their paper in. 

Rainbow reads hers again. She quickly rips a new piece of
paper out of her notebook and writes "I spilled chocolate
ice cream on my white carpet." She passes it in and shoves
the old note into her bag.

MRS LEWISHAM (cont'd)
Let's give them a shuffle.

Mrs Lewisham pulls one out.

MRS LEWISHAM (cont'd)
reading( )

I killed my sister's goldfish.

She grabs another bit of paper.

MRS LEWISHAM (cont'd)
reading( )

My mum is a crappy mum. She prefers
to party rather than look after me.

Rainbow is horrified.

Millie winks at her.

Mrs Lewisham grabs another bit of paper.

MRS LEWISHAM (cont'd)
reading( )

I spilled chocolate ice cream on my
white carpet.

Rainbow stares at the ground, pulling on a hangnail.

INT. CAFE - AFTERNOON

The cafe is still empty.

Kylie is filling up salt shakers as she talks quickly. Red
cleans each table even though they are already clean.

KYLIE
So I told her until you can commit to
only me, do not call me again. She
begged me to change my mind but we're
done, for real this time.

Red smirks as Kylie pauses to take a breath.
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RED
So in conclusion our lives are shit.

KYLIE
holding up a salt(
shaker)

I'll drink to that.

The bell on the door jingles. They stop talking as MAY,
late-seventies, the only cafe regular walks in. One of her
arms is in a cast.

KYLIE (cont'd)
Hey, May.

MAY
Don't stop on my account.

Red hurries over to May.

RED
What happened?

MAY
That damn cat tripped me up, I went
flying down the outside step.

KYLIE
Is it broken?

MAY
No, I'm wearing this for fun. Course
it's broken you silly sod.

Red pulls the chair out from the table for May to sit down.
May leans back in her seat comfortably and gestures for Red
and Kylie to sit with her. They oblige.

MAY (cont'd)
What were you girls talking about?

RED
Just how crappy our lives are.

MAY
I doubt that. Kylie, what about that
lovely girlfriend of yours, what's
she called, Felicity?

Red snorts.

KYLIE
Lauren.
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MAY
Lauren? What happened to Felicity?

KYLIE
I had to end it.

RED
I thought she broke up with you.

Kylie glares at Red.

KYLIE
It was mutual.

May turns to Red.

MAY
How about you? How's your girl?

RED
She's fine.

MAY
Really?

Red sighs.

RED
She's not returning my calls or
texts. She's angry with me but it's
not even my fault. My parents are the
ones who lied to her.

MAY
Maybe they were just trying to
protect her.

RED
From what?

May shrugs, diplomatically avoiding the question.

MAY
You miss her, don't you?

RED
I hardly get to see her and when I do
I don't know what to say.
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MAY
That's normal. When my girls hit the
teenage years it was like living with
complete strangers. Moody, tantrum-
throwing strangers.

RED
What did you do?

MAY
Let them know you're still there for
them, even if they don't believe it.
Give them memories to look back on.

KYLIE
Like trips to theme parks or going on
holiday, eating fish and chips on the
beach, going to the fun fair.

RED
Going on holiday.

KYLIE
My brother fed my ice cream to the
seagulls once.

RED
Together, just us.

KYLIE
Wait, you're serious?

May leans across the table and takes Red's hand.

MAY
I hate to be the cheesy old lady but
life is always going to be full of
regrets, you don't have a choice
about that, but you do get to choose
which regrets you end up with.

Red nods slowly.

EXT. SECONDARY SCHOOL ENTRANCE - AFTERNOON

Red stands outside of the large pre-fabricated 1970's
building. She shuffles nervously, a suitcase beside her.

STUDENTS leaving school glance at her strangely.

Rainbow walks out of the school gates alone.
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RED
Rainbow!

Rainbow spots Red, her eyes widen.

RED (cont'd)
Rainbow, over here!

Rainbow rushes over to Red.

RAINBOW
Mum, what are you doing?

RED
I came to see you.

Millie walks past staring at Red. She sees Rainbow and her
eyes light up with malicious intent.

Rainbow blushes.

Millie walks towards them.

Rainbow makes the decision to stand tall. She plasters a
smile on her face and throws her arms around Red.

RAINBOW
I can't believe you're here.

Millie stops, confused.

RAINBOW (cont'd)
This is so cool.

Red looks shocked.

Rainbow links arms with Red and walks away from school.

RED
I'm so relived, I thought you would
be angry.

They walk out of sight of the school and Rainbow pulls away.

Red's face drops.

Rainbow notices the suitcase.

RAINBOW
Why do you have a suitcase?

RED
I've got some exciting news.
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RAINBOW
It's not another boyfriend is it?

RED
No, I'm done with guys. It's an even
better one, take a guess.

RAINBOW
You're moving?

RED
Nope. Come on, what do you use a
suitcase for?

RAINBOW
Holidays?

RED
Yes!

Red can hardly contain her excitement.

RAINBOW
You're going on holiday?

RED
No, we're going on holiday for the
weekend, just you and me. It's all
sorted, your Gran knows.

RAINBOW
warily( )

Have you been drinking?

RED
No, of course not.

Red walks toe-to-toe in a straight line.

RED (cont'd)
walking( )

If I was drunk could I do this?

Rainbow looks worried. Red rushes back to her.

RED (cont'd)
I've been sober for six months, I
promise. Aren't you excited?

RAINBOW
I don't have any of my things.

Red taps the suitcase.
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RED
I went to the shops and bought you
some brand new clothes and PJs. I've
got a toothbrush and a hairbrush and
shampoo and if I've forgotten
anything we can buy it later. 

Rainbow pulls her phone out of her pocket.

RAINBOW
Maybe I should call Gran.

RED
We need to leave now if we want to
get there before dark. Loosen up,
it's a holiday, it will be fun.

Rainbow frowns.

RED (cont'd)
We can be us again. How often do we
get to do that? Not for ages.

Rainbow looks at Red smiling at her hopefully, almost
desperately. 

RAINBOW
Okay, you're right.

RED
Of course I am.

Rainbow forces a smile and puts her phone away.

RAINBOW
Like you said, who knows when we'll
get to do this again?

Red takes Rainbow's hand.

RAINBOW (cont'd)
Where are we even going?

RED
You'll find out soon enough.

INT./EXT. MOTORWAY - CAR - AFTERNOON

A small, beaten-up, old car. Rubbish litters the back seats.

The radio is playing quietly. Red is driving and Rainbow is
sat in the passenger seat, biting on a hangnail.
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RED
Stop that, you'll get an infection
and then we'll have to amputate.

Rainbow rolls her eyes.

RAINBOW
Yeah, right!

RED
I'm serious, it happened to a girl I
used to know. Four-fingers Franny we
used to call her.

RAINBOW
You did not!

RED
You don't want to be Ran out of
fingers Rainbow, do you?

RAINBOW
That's rubbish alliteration.

RED
You do better then.

Rainbow thinks it over.

RED (cont'd)
See it's not as easy as it looks.

RAINBOW
Rainbow is a difficult name to
alliterate with, and to rhyme with.

RED
Rainbow, oboe, go slow, armadillo.
Rainbow's easy, Red's hard.

RAINBOW
You're so wrong. Red, head, dead,
shed, led, Fred.

RED
Red led Fred to the shed where she
killed him dead by chopping off his
head.

Rainbow laughs.

RED (cont'd)
You do like your name don't you?
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Rainbow's voice gets higher as she tries to be convincing.

RAINBOW
Of course, it's nice not be the same
as everyone else.

RED
Exactly, when you were born I knew
you weren't going be ordinary, you
were going to be special and you
needed a name to match. Not like
Rachel.

Red sticks her tongue out in mock disgust.

Walking On Sunshine, or some other upbeat, older song, comes
on the radio.

RED (cont'd)
We used to sing this all the time.

Red leans forward and turns it up.

RED (cont'd)
That'll be us in a few hours, walking
on sunshine.

Red begins to sing along. She glances at Rainbow.

RED (cont'd)
I know you know it.

Rainbow fights back a smile.

RED (cont'd)
You can't resist.

Rainbow laughs and begins to sing along with Red.

INT./EXT. SERVICE STATION - CAR - AFTERNOON

A fairly grotty service station. One of the ones you'd get
petrol at but not food.

Red pulls into a parking space and shuts off the engine.

RED
Are you sure you don't want to come
in for the toilet?

RAINBOW
I'm sure.
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RED
Just in case?

RAINBOW
I'm not three, I don't need just in
cases anymore.

RED
Okay, I'll be back in a minute.

Red exits the car.

Rainbow pulls out her phone. She scrolls through her
contacts, finds "Gran". She hesitates for a moment before
she hits call.

INT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - AFTERNOON

Gregory is sat at the dining table in front of a mobile
phone. Carol is pacing.

CAROL
We should call the police.

GREGORY
She's probably out with her friends.
Rachel always did that at her age.

CAROL
And three years later she was
pregnant.

The mobile rings on the dining table.

Carol launches forward.

CAROL (cont'd)
Rainbow?

GREGORY
Put it on speaker.

Carol puts it on speaker.

INTERCUT

RAINBOW
Hi Gran.

CAROL
Rainbow, are you safe?
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RAINBOW
I'm fine, I'm with Mum.

CAROL
What? Where are you? We'll come and
get you.

RAINBOW
I'm at a service station.

CAROL
A service station?

GREGORY
What has your mum said?

RAINBOW
We're going on holiday for the
weekend. I'm not sure where yet, it's
a surprise.

CAROL
to Gregory( )

What if she's taking her out of the
country?

RAINBOW
I wouldn't get on the plane and
besides you have my passport.

CAROL
Do you know which services?

to Gregory( )
Get the car keys.

Gregory stays seated.

RAINBOW
I don't want you to come.

CAROL
What are you saying?

RAINBOW
I want to go with her.

CAROL
Don't be silly.
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RAINBOW
She can't take me out of the country.
I have my phone and I can call you
every day, and I won't miss school
because it's only for the weekend.

CAROL
Put your mum on the phone.

RAINBOW
She's gone to the loo.

GREGORY
Rainbow, is she drunk?

RAINBOW
No, she's not drunk, I know better
than anyone when she is.

CAROL
Why don't we arrange this for another
weekend?

RAINBOW
Because you won't, you always say you
will and then you don't.

CAROL
You wanted her to sign over
guardianship, why would you go on
holiday with her?

GREGORY
That's exactly why you want to go,
isn't it?

Carol frowns.

RAINBOW
Yes. One last time before--

CAROL
You need to come home Rainbow.

GREGORY
Don't listen to your Gran.

CAROL
Gregory, stop.

GREGORY
You must promise to phone every day
and to call if you get into trouble.
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Rainbow smiles slightly.

RAINBOW
I promise.

GREGORY
Are you sure this is what you want?

RAINBOW
I'm sure.

CAROL
Rainbow, no.

Rainbow spots Red on her way back to the car.

RAINBOW
I need to go, I'll text you when we
get there. I love you so much.

Rainbow hangs up the phone.

INT. CAROL AND GREGORY'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - AFTERNOON

Carol looks at Gregory angrily.

CAROL
I hope you know what your doing.

GREGORY
Of course I don't know, but that's
parenting. I do know that Rainbow's
sensible, too sensible sometimes,
she'll be fine.

CAROL
I'm not picking up the pieces when
this goes wrong. As soon as she tells
us where they're staying we're going
to get her.

Carol leaves the room.

INT./EXT. SERVICE STATION - CAR - AFTERNOON

Red climbs back into the car.

RED
I've got you a present.

She passes a book to Rainbow. It's too young for her.
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RED (cont'd)
You're favourite author, isn't she?

Rainbow stares at the book.

RAINBOW
She was.

RED
Oh, give me it back, it's fine.

RAINBOW
No, no, I like it. It's nice to have
an easier book to read sometimes.

beat( )
Will you tell me where we're going
now?

Red brightens up and winks at Rainbow.

RED
The beach.

Rainbow lights up.

RAINBOW
Really?

Red nods.

RED
And you should see where we're
staying.

JUMP CUT TO:

EXT. DAFFODIL B&B - EVENING

A Victorian era building. The B&B is small, painted with
faded yellow paint and displaying a peeling sign labelled
"Daffodil Bed and Breakfast". The windows are dirty and one
is cracked. Tiles on the entrance stairs are missing.

Red and Rainbow look at it, the suitcase between them.

RED
It's shit.

Rainbow nods in agreement.
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RED (cont'd)
The pictures online were beautiful. I
was cat-fished.

Rainbow frowns.

RAINBOW
There's got to be somewhere else to
stay around here.

RED
Not that I can afford.

Red sighs.

RED (cont'd)
It might be nice inside.

RAINBOW
Yeah, it might be.

Red picks up the suitcase and leads the way to the door.

INT. DAFFODIL B&B - RECEPTION - CONTINUOUS

The inside of the B&B is a strange mix of musty yet cosy.
The carpets are well-worn and old pictures of previous
owners stare down from the walls. There is a sofa, piled
with newer cushions and blankets beside a staircase.

A wooden reception desk sits to the side of the room in
front of a door. A vase of fresh flowers next to a checking
in book. A taxidermied owl on a branch watches the bell to
ring for assistance.

Red walks carefully up to the desk.

Rainbow looks around with cautious wonder.

RED
It's a little Bates Motel-esque.

RAINBOW
What motel?

Red quickly rings the bell on the desk with an outstretched
arm, keeping her body as far away from the owl as possible.

MEERA (O.C.)
Coming.
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Footsteps rush down the creaky stairs as MEERA, mid-fifties,
plump and friendly, wearing a bright, flowing dress, appears
at the bottom. She seems out of place in such an old
building. 

MEERA
Good, you haven't left! Are you Red
Greene? Fantastic name, if you are?!

Meera makes her way behind the reception desk.

RED
Yes, that's me.

MEERA
You've booked for two nights, is that
right?

Red nods.

MEERA (cont'd)
You can stay for longer, of course,
it's not like we're busy.

RED
How many people are staying here?

MEERA
Just you. It's not exactly peak
season right now but even then it
stays pretty quiet. Goodness, hark at
me going on about my life story when
you just want to get to your room.

Rainbow goes up to the owl and gently strokes it's feathers.

RED
Careful, Rainbow.

MEERA
No, it's fine.

to Rainbow( )
I see you like Quentin.

RAINBOW
He's so cool.

RED
Ugly more like.

Red's eyes widen at what she said. She fights back a smile.
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RED (cont'd)
Sorry.

Meera chuckles.

MEERA
To be honest I agree, but Quentin's
been here longer than I have so he
has squatter's rights.

to Rainbow( )
Rainbow's an incredible name.

Meera beams.

Rainbow looks surprised.

MEERA (cont'd)
I wish I had a name as sick as that.
Is that what the young people say?

Rainbow smiles back.

RAINBOW
Not quite.

MEERA
At least I try. You're in room four,
up the stairs and down the hallway.

Meera grabs a key from under the desk and hands it to Red.

RED
Thanks.

MEERA
Would you like a drink? A glass of
wine, maybe some squash for Rainbow?

Rainbow watches for Red's reaction.

Red smiles politely.

RED
We're okay thanks.

They go towards the stairs.

MEERA
I'm Meera, sorry, I forgot to say.
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INT. DAFFODIL B&B - HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER

The hallway also has worn carpet on the floor and old photos
on the walls. Six identical wooden doors line the hallway,
each with their own number plate nailed on.

Rainbow looks at one of the photos of an uptight, stern-
looking ELDERLY WOMAN, late-eighties.

RAINBOW
This one's from nineteen twenty,
look.

Red looks over.

RED
Looks like your Gran.

Rainbow giggles.

RAINBOW
No it doesn't.

They continue down the hallway.

RED
What a strange place. Maybe we
should've gone to a Premier Inn.

RAINBOW
No, it's so old and interesting, like
out of one of my books like you said.

Red looks at Rainbow, she's being genuine.

INT. DAFFODIL B&B - ROOM FOUR - MORNING

A simple room with a double bed covered in a plush red
duvet. A writing desk sits beneath a large window with the
curtains drawn. Sunlight creeps around the curtains. There
is crown moulding around the ceiling and a door that leads
to an en-suite.

Red is fast asleep on one side of the bed.

Rainbow sits up on the other side, reading the end of the
book Red bought her. She finishes it and closes the cover.

Rainbow leans over to Red.

RAINBOW
Mum?
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Red stays asleep.

Rainbow grabs her phone- no Wi-Fi.

Rainbow swings her legs out of bed and pulls on a brand new
dressing gown that is a size too small for her. She creeps
out of the room.

INT. DAFFODIL B&B - RECEPTION - MOMENTS LATER

Rainbow comes down the stairs, the stairs creaking as she
goes, and walks into reception.

Meera appears from the door behind the reception desk.

MEERA
I thought I heard someone. Good
morning, Miss Rainbow.

RAINBOW
Good morning. I was wondering what
the Wi-Fi password is?

MEERA
I'll have to check the doo-hickey,
one moment.

Meera goes back into the side room.

Rainbow peers around at some of the photos.

MEERA (O.C.)
I'll be honest it doesn't work very
well. Where's your mum this morning?

RAINBOW
Sleeping.

Meera comes out of the door with the password scribbled on
some paper.

Rainbow enters it into her phone and sends a text to "Gran".
"Sorry I didn't text last night- just got wifi. Staying at
Daffodil B&B, Dewrock Sands. X"

MEERA
Do you like the pictures?

RAINBOW
They're so old.
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MEERA
They certainly are.

Meera walks over to Rainbow and points to a photo of a group
of HORSE RIDERS dressed up for a hunt.

MEERA (cont'd)
That's my great-great-great
grandfather.

Rainbow gasps.

RAINBOW
Are they all your family?

MEERA
I think so, this used to be the
family houme after all.

RAINBOW
It's amazing that you know all about
your family like this. I don't even
know my dad.

Meera flashes a sad look at Rainbow.

MEERA
Why don't you ask your mum?

Rainbow shrugs.

RAINBOW
How many rooms are there?

MEERA
When I was a girl I used to hope
there'd be one hundred when I counted
like The--

RAINBOW
The Secret Garden.

MEERA
Exactly.

The stairs creak as someone hurries down them.

RED (O.C.)
Rainbow?

RAINBOW
I'm here.
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Red walks into the room.

RED
I thought you'd been murdered! What
are you doing?

RAINBOW
I was just asking for the Wi-Fi.

MEERA
And I was providing said Wi-Fi.

RED
You'll be too busy to even need it,
I've got the whole weekend booked.
We'd better get ready, come on.

Meera smiles at Rainbow as Red and Rainbow go to the stairs.

EXT. FUN FAIR - MORNING

A travelling fun fair has pitched up in a field. There are
slightly precarious looking rides such as a ferris wheel and
bumper cars. There are stalls ranging from various food to
hook-a-duck and a shooting gallery.

It isn't very busy, just some YOUNG FAMILIES and a couple of
SCHOOL TRIPS.

Red and Rainbow walk around with candyfloss in hand.

RED
What shall we try first?

RAINBOW
The bumper cars!

MONTAGE: EXT. FUN FAIR - MORNING

- Rainbow and Red sit in separate bumper cars and careen
into each other.

- They play hook-a-duck and win the smallest prize possible.

- They squirt ketchup on hot dogs.

- Red and Rainbow sit on the ferris wheel. Rainbow grips the
safety bar as Red rocks them back and forth.

- Red gets angry with the ATTENDANT of the shooting game,
demanding her prize. Rainbow pulls her away.
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- Red chants as Rainbow downs the last few gulps of a Slush
Puppie.

- They go on the carousel.

- They eat some sweets.

- They go on the helter-skelter.

- They eat doughnuts.

SMASH CUT TO:

EXT. FUN FAIR -  EARLY AFTERNOON

Rainbow is violently sick into a bush.

Red holds Rainbow's hair back.

RED
You'll feel better after.

Rainbow finishes being sick. Red offers her a bottle of
water which Rainbow drinks.

RED (cont'd)
No, don't swallow it, swill it around
and spit it out.

Rainbow does as she's told.

RED (cont'd)
Feeling better?

RAINBOW
A bit.

RED
What shall we go on next then?

RAINBOW
I think I just want to go back to the
B and B.

RED
Oh, come on, it cost a fortune just
to get in, not to mention all the
food that you've just wasted.

Red gestures to the bush.
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RAINBOW
I'm sorry.

Rainbow shivers slightly, her skin green.

Red pulls her into a hug.

RED
You don't have to apologise, we'll go
back if that's what you really want?

RAINBOW
Please.

RED
Of course, we'll go.

beat( )
Let me just have one go on the mega
drop tower though, okay?

Rainbow gives Red a small, unconvincing nod.

RED (cont'd)
Perfect, you wait here, I'll be back
in a minute.

Red rushes off.

Rainbow stands, pulling on a hangnail, next to the bush she
was just sick in.

INT./EXT. LARGE CAR - MOTORWAY - AFTERNOON

Carol is sat in the passenger seat of a large, spotlessly
clean 4x4. She taps her foot restlessly.

Gregory is driving.

GREGORY
Will you stop tapping?

CAROL
Do you think she's okay?

GREGORY
Yes, she'll be having a great time on
the beach, I'm sure.

Carol glances at the speed-o-meter. Only 60mph.

CAROL
You can go seventy here.
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EXT. BEACH-SIDE - EVENING

A strip of road that runs alongside the beach full of little
shops, beach huts and some public toilets.

Red and Rainbow walk along the beach-side.

RED
You so should of gone on that drop
ride, it was incredible. Are you
hungry? How about fish and chips?

RAINBOW
I'm not really that hungry.

RED
You must be, you threw everything up.
When I get drunk and throw up--

Rainbow frowns.

RED (cont'd)
When I used to get drunk and throw
up, I'd be starving afterwards.

RAINBOW
There's food back at the B and B, you
don't need to spend any more money.

RED
Oh, I won't be spending any money.

RAINBOW
What?

Red winks at Rainbow and veers off over to a bin. She peers
inside.

RED
Perfect.

RAINBOW
What are you doing?

RED
Keep watch.

RAINBOW
Mum?

Red fishes a half-eaten box of chips out of the bin.

Rainbow shudders.
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RAINBOW (cont'd)
We're not going to eat those?!

RED
Of course not, I'm about to show you
a little trick I learnt from Stacey
Soutas when I was about your age. 

Rainbow looks worried.

RAINBOW
What are you going to do?

RED
Just play along.

Red spots a MAN, early-fifties, walking whilst watching his
dog on the beach.

Rainbow follows Red as she carries the box of chips over to
the Man and walks into him. The chips fall onto the floor.

Rainbow looks horrified.

RED (cont'd)
Watch out!

The Man turns around.

MAN
Oh God, I'm sorry.

RED
Why the hell weren't you looking
where you were going?

Rainbow stares at Red in shock.

The Man sees this.

MAN
to Rainbow( )

Oh no, were they your chips?

Rainbow stands there, dumbfounded.

Red puts her arm around Rainbow's shoulder.

RED
It's okay, we'll just get a new box,
no need to worry.

Red and Rainbow start to walk away.
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MAN
Wait.

He fishes in his pocket and pulls out a £5 note. He holds it
out to Red.

MAN (cont'd)
Here take this.

RED
No, I couldn't, it was just a
mistake.

MAN
Get the girl some more chips, I
insist.

Red takes the money and smiles gratefully.

RED
That's extremely generous, thank you.
Rainbow?

RAINBOW
quietly( )

Thank you.

RED
She's quite shy.

The Man nods.

RED (cont'd)
Thank you again, this is nice of you.

MAN
Don't worry about it.

Red and Rainbow walk back up the beach-side.

Rainbow is angry.

RAINBOW
You stole!

RED
It's not stealing, not really.

RAINBOW
You took his money.

RED
He gave us his money.
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RAINBOW
Because you scammed him.

RED
You don't have to eat the chips if
you don't want to.

RAINBOW
No, I don't want to. I didn't in the
first place.

Red shrugs.

RED
Honestly, your grandparents are
spoiling you.

Rainbow frowns.

RAINBOW
Teaching me to be a decent person is
hardly spoiling.

Red rolls her eyes.

RED
You sound just like her.

RAINBOW
Who?

RED
Your Gran.

RAINBOW
Good.

Red sighs.

RED
You don't mean that.

EXT. HUT - BEACH-SIDE - EVENING

A wooden hut painted in pastel colours with varying buckets
and spades, and inflatables hanging from the roof. There is
a chalk sign with prices for ice cream, chips and drinks.

Red walks up to the hatch whilst Rainbow hangs back.

The VENDOR, mid-forties, smiles at Red.
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VENDOR
What are you after?

RED
Large chips.

The Vendor turns around and dishes the chips up.

Red glances at the chilled beers.

The Vendor puts the filled box of chips in front of Red.

VENDOR
Anything else?

Red shakes her head.

VENDOR (cont'd)
That will be four pound fifty please.

Red hands over the £5 note.

RED
Keep the change.

Red takes the chips back over to Rainbow.

RED (cont'd)
Shall we sit on the sand?

Rainbow shrugs.

RED (cont'd)
Grow up, you're ruining what's left
of the day.

Rainbow looks up at Red, hurt.

Red struts off to the beach.

EXT. BEACH - EVENING

Red is sat on the sand eating the chips. She's kicked her
shoes off and has buried her feet.

Rainbow sits next to her, knees curled to her chest.

Red holds the box out to Rainbow.

RED
Chip?
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RAINBOW
You stole them.

RED
Fine, I won't do it again, happy now?

Rainbow takes a shuddering breath, still upset.

RED (cont'd)
I'm sorry, I didn't mean it, you
haven't ruined today. You couldn't
ruin anything, even if you tried.

Rainbow sniffs.

Red puts her arm around her. Rainbow doesn't pull away.

RED (cont'd)
Sometimes I forget you aren't a
grown-up, you've got such an old head
on those shoulders. You certainly
didn't get that from me.

Rainbow looks up at Red.

RAINBOW
Did I get it from my dad?

Red looks surprised.

RED
You've never really asked about him.

RAINBOW
I didn't want to upset you.

RED
Why would it upset me?

Rainbow looks nervous as Red starts to get excited.

RED (cont'd)
Go on, ask me anything you want.

RAINBOW
Was he kind?

RED
Of course that's what you care about,
not what his name was, not what he
looked like, or whether he was good
in bed!
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Rainbow blushes bright red.

Red chuckles and elbows her.

RAINBOW
What was his name then?

RED
Hayden Canning. He was my first
boyfriend, we were sixteen, he was
handsome, and, yes, he was kind.

Red gently presses Rainbow's nose.

RED (cont'd)
You have his nose.

Rainbow rubs her nose.

Red gets more manic.

RED (cont'd)
What else? He liked football more
than rugby. He had a cat called
Garfield, he was rubbish at drawing.
Oh, he had a mole underneath his eye,
he liked really spicy food.

Rainbow watches her warily.

RED (cont'd)
He wanted to be a stunt man.

Red laughs.

RED (cont'd)
He would have been a rubbish stunt
man. One time we went down to the
skate park... you should of seen his
face when he saw the tricks they were
doing, it was absolutely--

RAINBOW
Did he know about me?

Red goes quiet.

RED
Yes, I told him.

RAINBOW
What happened?
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Red's face clouds over.

RED
He said he wasn't ready, that he
wasn't old enough to be a dad. He
told me to go to a clinic, that if I
had you he wouldn't have anything to
do with it, but that was just what
his parents told him to say.

Red nods firmly, convincing herself.

RED (cont'd)
It's what his parents told him.

beat( )
I bet he's on social media, I could
probably find a picture of him. 

Red pulls out her phone, suddenly excited again.

RAINBOW
quietly( )

Do you wish you didn't have me?

Red doesn't hear, too wrapped up in her search.

Rainbow presses her lips together.

RED
Hayden Canning isn't a common name.

She scrolls through profile after profile until...

RED (cont'd)
That's him. That's him!

Red shows Rainbow the phone. On it is a professional photo
of HAYDEN CANNING, late-twenties, wearing a suit. He looks
stoic but there is a hint of cheekiness in his eyes.

RED (cont'd)
See, I told you he had a mole there.
Oh, he runs his own business. That
suit looks expensive, doesn't it?
And, look, that's your nose.

Rainbow gives a little nod.

RED (cont'd)
If I google the business...

Red types in her phone. She laughs with delight.
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RED (cont'd)
That's only like an hour away from
here, we could easily go there.

RAINBOW
warning( )

That might not be a good idea.

RED
He'd be so pleased to see you, I just
know it.

RAINBOW
Mum, please, we don't have to go.

RED
Not today, obviously, we'll go
tomorrow.

RAINBOW
I want to stay here, on our holiday,
just us, remember?

RED
You're old enough now. Don't you want
to meet your dad?

RAINBOW
I guess.

RED
He'll take one look at you and he'll
be so happy, I promise.

Red stands up.

RED (cont'd)
I need to check if I have anything to
wear, and our hair, so tangled, we'll
have to have showers.

Red jogs up the beach back towards the beach-side.

Rainbow hangs back, biting on a hangnail once again.

RED (cont'd)
shouting( )

Come on!

Rainbow hesitantly follows after Red.
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